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CHANNEL BALING PRESS APK ES80-1700 

OUR BALING PRESS FOR THE COMPANY ZELLINGER GMBH 

The company Zellinger GmbH is working in the field of municipal and commercial waste 

collection since 1972. Today it is one of Upper Austria’s leading waste management and 

disposal companies. 

At the site of the company in Herzogsdorf a waste management center is operated, where 

collected recyclables are processed and stored. For this reason various plants, such as a 

splitting system for commercial waste and wood, and a sorting system for plastic waste 

disposal are available on site. After processing these materials, they - depending on the 

fraction – are pressed into transportable bales and are taken to the various recycling or 

disposal routes.  

To achieve these desired transportable bales for the different fractions, the company 

Zellinger commissioned us with a baling press for their waste treatment plant. The detailed 

specifications and requirements of the company are perfectly fulfilled by our automatic 

channel baling press APK ES80-1700. 

The baling press at the site Herzogsdorf was successfully put into operation in  

February 2013.  

 

 

 

Mr. Humer (Zellinger GmbH) and Mr. Roither (Austropressen) in front of the channel baling press.   
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TECHNICAL DATA  

Pressure: 800kN  

Power: 2x45kW 

Spec. pressure: 99N/cm²  

Bale size: 750 x 1100 x400-2000 mm 

Loading aperture: 1060 x 1700mm  

Channel length: 4000mm 

Loading volume: 1,80m³ 

Capacity: 540m³/hour 

Hydraulic equipment: Rexroth 

Display: Siemens Touch Panel 

Dimensions: ca. 11500 x 2200 x 3500mm 

Weight: approx. 21.500kg 

 

Components 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extra long channel and automatic press channel 

regulation for higher compression; free press 

device for failure-free and continuous 

operation.  

Maximum safety due to key transfer 

system for door supervision . 

Wire consoles for 600kg coils; binding 5 times 

vertical. Efficient binding system safes up to one 

meter of wire for each binding.  

Energy efficiency due to operation 

with two pumps.  
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Duo switch for cardboard and film.  

Feeding of the channel press through a conveyor belt.  

Result –highly compressed, stackable, transportable bales.   
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Waste fractions collected by  Zellinger GmbH 

Cardboard (packaging material, 1.04), automobile bumpers, PET-bottles, agricultural film, 

drainage tubes, other plastics, 

 

Cardboard 

Quality supermarket corrugated paper 1.04 

Bale size: 1,10 x 0,75 x 1,8m 

Bale weight: ca. 850kg = 566kg/m³ 

 

On average 15 cardboard bales are produced each 

hour, which makes a throughput of approx. 

13.000kg/h. 

 

 ����One bale every 4 minutes!    

 

 

 

PET-bottles 

Non-perforated and without caps: 

Bale size: 1,10 x 0,75 x 0,8m 

Bale weight: ca. 260kg = 395kg/m³ 

 

Perforated: 

Bale size: 1,10 x 0,75 x 1m 

Bale weight: ca. 350kg = 425kg/m³ 

 

 

 

 

Mixed film 

Bale size: 1,10 x 0,75 x 1m 

Bale weight: ca. 400kg = 485kg/m³ 

 

Wooden boxes 

Bale size: 1,10 x 0,75 x 1,2m 

Bale weight: ca. 320kg = 325kg/m³ 

 

 


